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Abstract 
If every arc of a 3-connected tournament T is contained in a cycle of length 3, then every arc 
of T has a bypath of length k for each k > 3, unless T is isomorphic to two tournaments, each 
of which has exactly 8 vertices. This extends the corresponding result for regular tournaments, 
due to Alspach, Reid and Roselle (1974). 
1. Introduction 
A digraph D on n 3 3 vertices is said to be arc-k-cyclic (3 < k d n) if every arc 
of D is contained in a cycle of length k. An arc of D is pancyclic if it is contained 
in a cycle of length L for each e E { 3,4,. . . , n}. A digraph D is arc-pancyclic if every 
arc of D is pancyclic. 
A bypath of an arc xy is a path from x to y. A digraph D is said to be arc-k- 
anticyclic if every arc of D has a bypath of length k - 1. 
If a digraph D is arc-pancyclic and arc-k-anticyclic for each k 3 3, then we say that 
D is completely strong path-connected. 
In 1967, Alspach [l] proved that every regular tournament is arc-pancyclic. Since 
then, many mathematicians have studied the path-connectivity in tournaments. Most of 
them used the following two different types of conditions. 
The first one is in terms of degree (see [2,4,5, lo]). For example, Alspach, Reid 
and Roselle [2] proved that every arc of a regular tournament with n > 7 has bypaths 
of all lengths k 2 3. 
The second one is the arc-3-cyclic&y condition (see [6-91). For example, it has 
been proved in [6] that except for rs, ’ Ti (see Fig. 1 below) and a certain family of 
2-connected counterexamples, every arc-3-cyclic tournament is arc-pancyclic. In 1982, 
Zhang [8] presented that a tournament T is completely strong path-connected if and 
only if T is arc-3-cyclic, arc-3-anticyclic and T is 2-connected. 
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Fig. 1 
In this paper we shall prove that every arc of an arc-3-cyclic and 3-connected tour- 
nament T has bypaths of all lengths k 2 3, unless T is isomorphic to Ti or to Ti (see 
Fig. 1). 
It is easy to see from our result that the arc-3-anticyclicity condition for an arc-3- 
cyclic tournament to be completely strong path-connected is of consequence only for 
those tournaments that are exactly 2-connected (see Corollary 3.5 below). Furthermore, 
since every regular tournament on at least 7 vertices is arc-3-cyclic and 3-connected 
(by Lemma 2.2 below), our result extends that one of [2]. 
2. Terminology and preliminaries 
Let D be a digraph on n vertices. We denote by V(D) and E(D) the vertex set and 
the arc set of D, respectively. A subdigraph induced by a subset A C V(D) is denoted 
by D[A]. If xy is an arc of D, then we say that x dominates y and we sometimes 
use the notation x---t y to denote this arc. More generally, if A and B are two disjoint 
subdigraphs of D such that every vertex of A dominates every vertex of B, then we 
say that A dominates B, denoted by A -+ B. 
The outset of a vertex x E V(D) is the set N+(X) = {y 1 xy E,?(D)}. Similarly, 
N-(x)={YIY~EE(D)] is the inset of x. More generally, for a subdigraph A of 
D, we define its outset by N+(A) = UxEVCAl N+(x) - A and its inset by N-(A)= 
U xtvc/,) N-(x) - A. 
The numbers d+(x) = lN+(x)l and d-(x) = IN-(x)] are called outdegree and inde- 
gree of x, respectively. If every vertex of a digraph D has outdegree r and indegree 
r, then we say that D is r-regular. The irregularity of a digraph D is the number 
i(D) = max{ Id+(x) - d-(x)1 I x E V(D)}. 
Paths and cycles in a digraph are always directed. A cycle with the vertices xl ,x2,. . , 
xk and the arcs XIX~,X~X~, . . . ,xpI is called a k-cycle and it is denoted by ~1x2 . . .xkx]. 
A path from x to y is called an (x, y)-path. 
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A strong component H of D is a maximal subdigraph such that for any two vertices 
x, y E V(H), the subdigraph H contains a path from x to y and a path from y to x. 
The digraph D is strong or strongly connected, if it has only one strong component, 
and D is k-connected if for any set A of at most k - 1 vertices, the subdigraph D - A 
is strong. 
If we replace every arc xy of D by yx, then we call the resulting digraph (denoted 
by 0-l) the converse digruph of D. 
A digraph is ucyclic if it contains no cycle. A subdigraph of D is called a spanning 
subdigraph if it contains all vertices of D. 
The next result plays an important role in our proofs. 
Theorem 2.1 (Thomassen [5]). Let T be u tournament und x, y distinct vertices of T. 
Then T bus a Hamiltonian path from x to y if and only if T has a spunning acyclic 
subdigruph D such thut jbr euch vertex z of T, D contuins un (x,z)-path und u 
(z. y)-puth. 
For the proof of Corollary 3.4 we need the following Lemma, which is a part of 
Lemma 4.1 in [5]. 
Lemma 2.2. Let T be a tournament on n vertices und i(T) 6 k. Then T is 
[(r~ - 2k)/31 -connected. 
3. Main results 
Before we present our main theorem, we prove two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let T be an arc-3-cyclic tournument on n 3 4 vertices. If T contains u 
path P = ala2 . . . ok with 3 < k < n - 1, but there is no path from al to ak of length 
k, then for every vertex v # V(P), there exists an integer p(v) with 1 < p(t)) <k such 
that N+(v) n V(P) = {a,,~, . . . ,a,,(,,}. 
Proof. Let H = V(T - V(P)). First we show that ,Y+(c) n V(P) # 0 and N-(c) n 
V(P) # 8 for each v E H. Suppose that there is a vertex c’ E H with N’(v) n V(P) = 0. 
This means that P + v. Since akt’ is in a %cycle, there is a vertex w with v --f w + ak. 
Clearly, w E H. Now we see that alu2 . . . ak_2uwak is of length k, a contradiction. 
Therefore, every vertex v E H has at least one out-neighbour in P. Similarly, it can be 
shown that N-(v) n V(P) # 0. 
Let p(v)=max{i]c ---f ai}. From N-(v) n V(P) # 0 and the assumption that T con- 
tains no path from at to ak of length k, it is easy to check that 
1 d p(v)<k and N+(v)n V(P)={a,,az,...,a,,(,,} 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
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Lemma 3.2. Let T be an arc-3-cyclic and 3-connected tournament on n vertices. 
Suppose that T contains a path P = ala2 . . .ak with 4 < k G n - 1 and al + ak, but 
T contains no (al,ak)-path of length k, then the following statements are valid 
(a) k b 6 and there exists an integer u with 3 < p 6 k - 3 such that 
B+(T - V(P))+A, 
where A={a,,az ,..., aP} and B={a#+~,a~+z ,..., ak}. 
(b) N+(a,) nB= {al(+l} or N-(a,,,) nA = {a,}. 
(c) ZfN+(a,)flB = { ay+l}, then T[B] contains a unique (ar+l,ak)-path. IfN-(a,+,)n 
A = {a,}, then T[A] contains a unique (al, a,)-path. 
Proof. Let H = V(T - V(P)). According to Lemma 3.1, for every vertex u of H, there 
is an integer ,u(v) with 1 6 p(v) <k such that 
N+(v) nv(P) = {ai, a2,. . . , a,(,)}. 
Suppose k = 4. Because a4 4 H + al and T is 3-connected, T[ Y(P)] is a transitive 
tournament. Since the arc aza3 is in a 3-cycle, there is a vertex w E H such that 
a3 -+ w + a2. Thus, ala3waza4 is a path of length 4, a contradiction to the assumption 
that aiak has no bypath of length k. So we have k 2 5. 
Let Hi = {v 1 u E H, IN+(u) n V(P)] = i} and 
c( = min{ i / Hi # @} and fi=max{iIH;#0}. 
From the assumption that T is 3-connected, we see that k - CI, b’ b 3. 
In the following, we shall show that if CY <p, then there is always an (ai,ak)-path 
of length k. 
Suppose that LX = 1. Since T is 3-connected, there is an arc MU from HI to H2’ for 
some y > 2. Obviously, we may assume N+(Hi ) I? Hi = 0 for all i > 4. It follows that 
2 < y d 3. Since aqu is in a 3-cycle, we obtain al --+aa. 
At first we consider the case when /I > 4. From the assumption above, we have 
HP + HI. Because every arc from H/I to a2 is in a 3-cycle, it is clear that a2 + a, for 
some t > /I. Now we see that ai a4 . . . a,_~ uva2ut.. . ak is a path of length k. 
Thus we consider the case when fi d 3. In fact, p = 3 holds. Similar to the discussion 
above, we may assume that a, --+a2 for all t 2 5. Since T is 3-connected, the set 
{as,. , uk} has at least three in-neighbours. It follows that a3 + a/ for some / > 5. If 
there is an arc wz from Hi to H3 with i < 2, then ~1~4.. a/_, wzugz~ . . an is a path 
of length k. So we assume that N-(H3) n Hi = 8 for i = 1,2. But now, any arc from 
H3 to HI is not in a 3-cycle, a contradiction. 
Suppose now that cx > 2. Moreover, we may assume that j3 d k -2 (otherwise, one can 
consider the tournament T-l). Since ai has at least three out-neighbours and H + aI, 
we have ai + up for some p with 3 6 p d k - 1. Let u E H, and v E Hp. Assume 
that 3 < p < p. Since Dar-1 is in a 3-cycle, there is a vertex z with u,_i + z + v. 
IfzE V(P), then Z=ai for some i>p and UlUp...Ui_luU2...Up_lUi...u~ is a path of 
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length k. If z E H, then we conclude from 01 > 2 that p >, 4. Since the arc vu,_2 is in 
a 3-cycle, there is a vertex z’ with up-2 + z’ + v. In the case z’ E H, 
al al.. ap_2z’vapap+l . . . ak-lak 
is a desired path. In the other case, it is obvious that z’ = aj for some j > b. Now we see 
that ala,,...a,_lzva2... ap-2aj.. ak is a path of length k. Hence, we may assume that 
/3 < p <k. By considering the converse digraph T-' , it can be assumed that a4 + ak 
for some q with 2 < q 6 a. Obviously, p - q > 2 holds. 
lf p-q=2, then alap...ak_IUva2...aqak or ala,,...a~_It‘ua2...a,ak is a path of 
length k. So we assume that p - q > 3. In the case ay+l 4 u, 
ala,... aQ-lt’aq+l . ..ap_2ua2...aqak 
is of length k. In the other case u + aq+l, the path al up a& I vaq+2 . . . up_ I ua2 . . a& 
is of length k. 
From the proof above and the assumption that T contains no (al, ak)-path of length k, 
we conclude that x = p. This means that all vertices of H have the same out-neighbours 
and the same in-neighbours in P. Let 
p = max{i 1 ai E N+(H)}, 
A = {al,a*, ,a,} and B = {a,,+I,a,+2,. . ,ak}. 
Then W(H) n V(P) =B + H +A =/V+(H) f’ V(P). By the assumption that T is 
3-connected, it follows that 3 < ,D < k - 3. This proves (a). 
To prove (b), let z be a vertex of H. Suppose that a; + up+1 and a, -+ aj for some 
i, j satisfying 1 < i <p and p+ 1 <j 6 k, respectively. Then 
al . . . a;al,+I .aj-Izai+] . . .a@j.. .ak 
is of length k, a contradiction. Hence, N+(a,) n B = {up+,} or N-(a,,,) n A = {up}. 
Now we prove (c). We consider the case N+(a,) n B = {up+,}. Suppose that T[B] 
contains an arc aiaj with j >, i + 2. Since the arc a;+lz with z E H is in a 3-cycle, 
there is a vertex a! with z 4 a/ --) ai+]. From the assumption N+(a,) n B = {a,,,,}, 
we see that C‘ <p. But now, al .a/a,+l .aj_lza/+l . . .aiaj.. .ak is a path of length 
k, a contradiction. Therefore, T[B] contains the unique (a,+i,ak)-path ap+1ap+2.. . ak. 
Similarly, it can be shown that if N-(a,+, ) n A = {a,}, then T[A] is a tournament 
containing a unique (al, a,, )-path. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Let T be an arc-3-cyclic and 3-connected tournament on n vertices. 
Then every arc of T has bypaths of all lengths m > 3, unless T is isomorphic to Td 
or to T,’ (see Fig 1). 
Proof. Let x, y be two distinct vertices of T with x + y. First we shall show that xy 
has a bypath of length 3. If IA’+(x) n W(y)1 3 2, then T contains an (x,-v)-path of 
length 3. So we assume that IN+(x)nW-(y)l d 1. But then the set Q=iV+(x)niV+(y) 
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is nonempty since T is 3-connected. Let u be a vertex of Q. Because yu is in a 3-cycle, 
there is a vertex v with u---f v + y. Now we see that xuvy is a desired path. 
Suppose that T contains (x, y)-paths of all lengths from 3 to k - 1, but T contains 
no (x, y)-path of length k with 4 6 k < n - 1. Let P = aLa2 . . . ak be an (x, y)-path of 
length k - 1 and H = V(T - V(P)). According to Lemma 3.2 (a), k > 6 and there is 
an integer ,u with 3 6 p < k - 3 such that {ap+1,ap+2,. . . ,ak} + H t {ul,a2,. . . ,up}. 
We denote A = {ui,u2,.. .,a,} and B= {afl+l,up+2. ..,ak}. 
From Lemma 3.2 (b), N+(a,) n B = {LZ~+I} or N-(a,+, ) n A = {q,} holds. At first 
we investigate the case 
N+(a,) n B = {$+I}. (1) 
Since T is 3-connected, the set A - {up} contains at least two vertices which belong 
to N-(B - {++I}). Let 
p = max{i 1 ai E N-(B - a,+,)nA} and q=min{jly+2 <j <k, a,+aj}. 
Then, we have l<p<p. Let F=T[{ap+l ,..., a,}]. It is a simple matter to verify that 
the strong components of F can be ordered in a unique way Fl , . . . , F, (3 > 1) such 
that Fi + Fj for j > i if G( > 2. 
In the following proof, we always note that F; consists of a single vertex or it has 
a Hamiltonian cycle (see [3]). 
From the definition of the integer p and the fact that every arc from H to F is 
contained in a 3-cycle, we deduce that 
(B - {a,+i})+F+a,+~. (2) 
In addition, we conclude from the assumption that xy has no bypath of length k that 
fi +Ui for all i<p. (3) 
Since x has at least three out-neighbours, there is an integer m with 3 < m < k - 1 
such that x --+ a,,,. On the other hand, we deduce from Lemma 3.2 (c) that a/ + y for 
some e satisfying 2 < t! 6 p. Let z be a vertex of H. We consider the following two 
cases. 
Case 1: a > 2. Since every arc from FI to fi (i > 2) is in a 3-cycle, it is easy to 
check from (2) and (3) that ap -+ F, -SF; + up. 
Assume LX 3 3. Since every arc from F2 to F3 is in a 3-cycle, there is a vertex 
aj E N-(Fz) with 1 < i < p. Thus, the two paths, obtained in order of 
and in order of z, F, , F3 , . . . , F,, ap, respectively, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1, 
and hence T contains an (x, y)-path of length k, a contradiction. 
Assume now that x =2. If there is a vertex ai with 1 d i< p such that ai -+a,+l, 
then the two paths, obtained in order of 
al,...,ai,a,+l,...,aq--l,Z,ai+l,...,a,,aq ,..., ak 
and in order of z, F, , F2, up, respectively, satisfy the condition of Thorem 2.1, and hence 
T contains an (x, .v)-path of length k, a contradiction. Therefore, al,+1 + a; for all i < p. 
In particular, a,,_i ix. 
Suppose that p+ 2 < m < k ~ 1. If /=p, then the path obtained in order of x, a,. . , 
Uk~I,Fl,FZ,a,,+l....,a,,,-l,z,az,..., a,, y yields a contradiction. If / < p, then the two 
paths, obtained in order of 
and in order of z,a/+i,. . . ,a,,, FI ,a/, respectively, satisfy the condition of Theorem 2.1, 
and hence T contains an (x, y)-path of length k, a contradiction. Therefore, x has no 
out-neighbour in B - {y}. 
Suppose now that 3 6 m < p. Since the arc za,,,_ 1 is in a 3-cycle and a,,+1 + a, for 
all i < p, urn_ 1 + a, for some t > IL+ 2. But now, the (x, y)-path obtained in order of 
x,a,,,,...,ap,Fl,F2,a,l+l )...) a,_i,z,az ,..., a,,,Pi,a/ . . . . . ak yields a contradiction. 
From (3), it remains to consider the case a,,, E V(h). If iV(F2)I 3 3, then the 
two paths, obtained in order of ai, anr, aA,+l,. . . , aq- I, z, al,. , alI, Q,, . . , ak and in order 
of 2, F,, F2 - a,, a,,, respectively, satisfy the condition of Theorem 2.1, and hence T 
contains an (x, I?)-path of length k, a contradiction. So, we assume that F2 consists of 
the unique vertex a,. Since a, has at least three out-neighbours, a, 4 a, for some 
i with 2 < i < p- 1. This implies that p > 3. Thus, a path obtained in order of 
~l,~r,l~~~l+l,...~ aq_I,z.Fi.az ,.... ap,uy ,..., al; is an (x,.)1)-path of length k, a contra- 
diction. 
COW 2: r q = 1. Suppose that 3 6 m 6 p. Since za,,_l is in a 3-cycle, a,_ I + a, for 
some t 3 /1+ 1. 
If t 3 p + 2, then nla,,a,,,+l a,_ I za2 . a,,_ I a, ax is an (x, y)-path of length k, 
a contradiction. Hence, we have N+(a,_ 1) n B = {u,~+I }. 
If m < p, then we see from (3) that the path 
a[ .a,__la,,,I . . . a4_ lza,+ I c~~,a,~ aPaY . al; 
is of length k, a contradiction. Therefore, m = p. In fact, we have proved that a,+1 + a, 
for all i d p - 2 if p 3 3. 
Assume p 3 4. Since the arc zap_2 is in a 3-cycle, then ap-2 + a, with ,j 2 p+ 2. 
By (3 ) and the conclusions above, a i apap+ . . . al,+ 1 a,,,_l . a,- Iza2 . . . a,,--?a, . . ax is 
a path of length k in T, a contradiction. 
Assume now that p = 3. According to (3) and Nt(a,,_i ) n B = {a,+~}, the vertex 
a? has exactly two out-neighbours u3 and a,,,]. This contradicts the assumption that T 
is 3-connected. 
Suppose now that m = p + 1. It is a simple matter to verify that p = 2 and al + F. 
But now, N+(F) = {al, a,,,~ }, a contradiction. 
Suppose finally that m 3 ,u + 2 and a, 4,~ for all 3 < i < p + 1. If al, + y, then we 
see from (2) that the path xa, . . . ak ~ I up+ Iup+2 . . . a,_ I za2 . up.v yields a contradiction. 
So, we may assume that .~‘a,,,. It follows that 2 < / < p with a/ + y and q < k. 
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If k > p + 4, then we see from Lemma 3.2 (c) and (2) that 
al&. ..ak_lap+l . . .a,_lzaf+la/+2.. .apa2 . . .a/y 
is a path of length k in T, a contradiction. 
Assume thus that k = p + 3. It is not difficult to check that a/+ I + a& I and q = k - 1. 
If there is a vertex ai with i < p - 1 such that ai -+ aP+l, then 
al . . . ajaP+lZap+l . . . a@i+i ai+ . apak- I ak 
is of length k, a contradiction. Hence, we have a,+1 + ai for all i < p - 2. 
If e < p - 2 or t 2 3, then the path 
is of length k, a contradiction. Therefore, p=3 and e =2. In the case II’(F)1 b 3, 
yields a contradiction. In the other case 1 V(F)1 = 1 we have k = 7. If D[H] contains 
an arc zz’, then alaga4a5zzta2a7 is a path of length 7 in T, again a contradiction. So, 
T has exactly 8 vertices. It is easy to see that a2 -+ a5. If a3 + a5 and a2 + a& then 
T is isomorphic to Ti. If a3 -+ a5 and a6 + a2, then T is isomorphic to Ti. We note 
that aia6za3&@2@ is also a bypath of the arc xy. If as + a3 and a6 + a2, then T is 
isomorphic to T,‘. If a5 + a3 and a2 + a& then T is isomorphic to Ti. 
If N-(a,+, )n.4 = {a,}, then we consider the converse digraph D-’ of D. Since the 
converse digraph of Ti is isomorphic to Ts3-j for i = 1,2, the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 0 
Corollary 3.4 (Alspach, Reid and Roselle [2]). Every arc of a regular tournament T 
on at least 7 vertices has bypaths of all lengths m 2 3. 
Proof. It is easy to see that T is arc-3-cyclic. By Lemma 2.2, T is 3-connected. So 
the corollary follows from Theorem 3.3. 0 
Combining Theorem 3.3 and the main result of [6], which is mentioned in the first 
section of this paper, we obtain the following statement. 
Corollary 3.5. An arc-3-cyclic and 3-connected tournament T is arc-pancyclic and 
arc-k-anticyclic for each k > 4, unless T is isomorphic to Ti or to Tg’. 
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